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Jazz music in Bulgaria has almost 100 years of history. It all started with the legendary 

pioneers Assen Ovcharov and Bojidar Sakelarov and their dream of a big jazz band. 

The first jazz orchestra in Bulgaria was established in 1942 by Assen Ovcharov. 

The lead vocal of the band is the remarkable jazz singer Lea Ivanova. The name 

of the most popular among similar bands created in the 1940’s in Bulgaria is quite 

revealing: The Jazz of Optimists. After the end of World War II for almost 15 years jazz 

is forbidden genre in Bulgaria. But in 1960’s his revival starts with another legendary 

jazz formation: Jazz Focus Quarter (1965) including the first group of Bulgarian world 

famous jazz musicians: Simeon Shterev, Milcho Leviev, Peter Slavov and Liubomir 

Mitsev. The established during the same time Bulgarian National Radio Big Band 

also helps to create high level Bulgarian jazz musicians. In 1980’s the internationally 

recognized jazz sensation of Bulgaria is the Acoustic version duo / trio feat. Antoni 

Donchev, Hristo Yotsov and Simeon Shterev. Since then Bulgarian jazz music has its 

place on European and world jazz stages. 

Established in 2012, Bulgarian Music Association is the biggest organization in the 

country that unites professional musicians of different genres and generation. Among 

our members are a lot of world famous jazz musicians like Antoni Donchev, Hristo 

Yotsov, Camelia Todorova, Mihail Yossifov, Peter Slavov, Hilda Kazasyan and many 

more. 

Take a glimpse to the present and future of Bulgarian jazz music, proudly presented 

by Bulgarian Music Association at JazzAhead! 2019. For more information, please 

visit us at stand 6B10 or our website.

Enjoy JazzAhead!

Jazzahead! delegates:

Hristo Yotsov – Chairman of the board

Email: hristoyotsov@yahoo.com

Vesela Kondakova – CEO

Email: ceo@bgma.bg www.bgma.bg



Bulgarian singer songwriter Ruth Koleva returns with her second album, Confidence. Truth. It’s a deeply 
personal collection of pop songs encapsulating a variety of moods – from melancholic studio confessions 
to epic, euphoric anthems. With a little brassy defiance thrown in for good measure. Produced by 
compatriot Gueorgui Linev of LA band Kan Wakan, and written with rising star Rachel Row, Jonah 
Christian (Stones Throw), Lindsay Olsen and SAI-GO, Confidence.Truth feels like the kind of album that 

could easily conquer radio and yet also be your closest companion and confidant. 

Although rooted in soul and influenced by jazz like its predecessor, this is Koleva as you’ve never heard 
her before. Tracks such as ‘I Don’t Know Why’ lend a deeper insight into Koleva’s character, how her 
mood is always “swinging with the wind” and yet there is always someone there to keep up with her. 
The arrangement on that track is one of the best on the album and grooves like vintage Jamiroquai 
or Brand New Heavies. Other highlights include the throbbing pulse and swirl of ‘Wantchu’ – an ode 
to infatuation with tight, catchy verses that get to the heart of the matter. The bluestinged ‘What You 
Say To A Girl’ will strike a chord with many at a time when attitudes towards women are under scrutiny.  
Closing track ‘Didn’t I’ is the album’s torch song. Koleva laments how we often long for the past – the 

places we’ve been, the people we have loved – but when we go back, it’s never quite the same. 

Confidence.Truth features a group of the best players in contemporary soul and RnB. There’s keys 
maestro Ron Avant (Anderson Paak), Jameel Bruner (formerly of the Internet) on synths, drummer Gene 

Coye (Flying Lotus) and bassist Cooper Appelt. Not forgetting the Sofia Philharmonic Orchestra. 

www.ruthkoleva.com

RUTH KOLEVA: Confidence. Truth

Jazzahead! delegate:

Mila Georgieva
Email: mila@atojazz.bg



Founded by the internationally acknowledged Bulgarian jazz musician Hristo Yotsov, the “Jazz Cats” 
project was established in 2016, inspired by the bebop tradition. The basic idea of the founder was to 
gather some of the best younger, but already well known Bulgarian jazz musicians in a quartet with the 
main aim to present them on international club stages. The mastery of the four musicians, the bond 
between them and the energy they share brought great success to the project and soon it was clear the 
Jazz Cats have greater potential for much bigger stages. That leads Hristo Yotsov to start composing 
original pieces with more festival and concertlike spirit.

Why “Cats”? As we all know “cats” is a common expression among jazz musicians around the world, 
that shows respect and recognition for one’s mastery, achievements, and professionalism. But there is 
also a personal motive: Yotsov has been an owner of domestic cats for so long that he claims to know 
and understand very well these incredible creatures. That’s why the titles of their pieces are dedicated 
to various cat moods and characteristics: “Angry Cats”, “Lazy Cats”, “Motion Cats”, “Mystical Cats”, 
“Happy Cats”, etc.
 
In 2017 the quartet released their first album that takes them on tour around renowned Bulgarian and 
European jazz stages, and makes them one of the most successful jazz bands from Bulgaria. 
With one album behind the back the band released their brand new one named “Jazz Cats 2” in March 
2019. All the pieces in both albums are composed by Hristo Yotsov, but this time the music is with more 
jazz-fusion characteristics. 

Jazz Cats Project Musicians:
Arnau Garrofé Faràs - tenor, soprano saxophone 
Lyubo Tsanev - piano 
Dimitar Karamfilov - double bass
Hristo Yotsov – drums

HRISTO YOTSOV: JAZZ CATS

Jazzahead! delegates:
Peter Dimitrov

Email:  peter@dimitrov.bg

Mila Georgieva
Email: mila@atojazz.bg





The International A to JazZ Festival is the most significant open-air 
music event in Sofia (Bulgaria), spreading the jazz spirit in the city and 
transforming it into a music capital for three days every year. It’s usually held 
in the first weekend of July, on a huge meadow in one of the city central 
parks. In the A to JazZ program you can enjoy world famous musicians as 
well as European and Bulgarian jazz and related projects. 

For its three days, the festival welcomes more than 25 000 people. 
Representing the over-whelming free spirit of jazz music, the festival park 
is a whole 360° free admission experience for music lovers of all ages. The 
festival program includes 12 concerts, kids program in the daytime, jam 
sessions as an after and the boutique conference A to JazZ TALKS. 

Since 2011 A to JazZ has welcomed on its stage names like Robert Glasper, 
Christian McBride, Branford Marsalis, Kenny Garrett, Roy Hargrove, Kurt 
Elling, Richard Bona, Michel Camilo, Dianne Reeves, Jose James, Dirty 
Loops, Lalah Hathaway, Cory Henry & The Funk Apostles and many more. 
The citizens and the visitors of Bulgarian capital Sofia can also hear some 
of the finest Bulgarian jazz musicians as well as attractive projects from 
different parts of Europe.

We are happy to welcome you to Sofia for the next edition of A to JazZ 
Festival!

LINEUP 2019:

Christian Scott aTunde Adjuah, Jacob Collier, Ghost-Note, Koka Mass 
Jazz, Ritmos Negros, Bodurov Trio, Preyah, Dimitar Karamfilov’s Ecology, 
Theodosii Spassov Vяra Project, MAY Feat. JCat.
More to be announced.

Dates: 5, 6 & 7 July 2019
Place: South Park II, Sofia
Bulgaria

Jazzahead! delegates:

Peter Dimitrov
Email:  peter@dimitrov.bg

Mila Georgieva
Email: mila@atojazz.bg



Bodurov Trio is a modern, dynamic jazz band, founded by Bulgarian pianist and
composer Dimitar Bodurov in 2001. Since then the Bodurov Trio has released 5 albums for Norwegian 

and Dutch labels as well as for Bodurov’s Optomusic label. 

The fascination of Bulgarian musician with Bulgarian folklore evolved in a unique and dis-tinctive style 
characterised by connecting folklore elements with contemporary jazz. The band’s successful project 
“Stamps from Bulgaria” is a remarkable example of a compilation a series of compositions, based on 

traditional Bulgarian folk songs and dances. 
 

The first CD album of the series “Stamps from Bulgaria” was released in 2008 by Challenge records (NL) 
and was included in the top 10 releases of the year of the Dutch newspaper Volkskrant. 

The second album “Seven Stamps” in 2012 featuring the famous around the world Bulgarian kaval 
player Theodosii Spassov.

The third album Stamp Around of Bodurov Trio is available digitally since November 2015 at Optomusic 
Label. Dynamic, energetic, poetic yet more fluent and somewhat less eclectic, with this new a-la-suite 
approach the music is in constant flux between melodious themes, improvisations, samples and grooves.

Currently the band is working on a collaboration with the Norwegian saxophone player Trygve Seim and 
a group of Bulgarian singers. Bodurov trio has been performing throughout Europe and Israel.

The BODUROV TRIO musicians:
Dimitar Bodurov - piano

Misho Ivanov - bass
Jens Dueppe – drums

BODUROV TRIO

Jazzahead! delegate:
Dimitar Bodurov

Email: dimitarbodurov@mac.com
www.dimitarbodurov.com



Hilda Kazasyan is among the most popular Bulgarian jazz musicians both in the country and abroad. She 
was born in Sofia in a family of musicians. She started singing as early as the age of 4, with children’s 
songs recorded at Bulgarian National Radio. At the age of 9, together with the famous Bulgarian actor 
Todor Kolev, she sang the song “Big ones, small ones” which immediately became one of the greatest 
hits in Bulgarian popular music. Hilda was a soloist of the Youth Big Band which toured across Russia (at 
that time still the USSR). Later on she toured England as a marimba soloist of a string orchestra.

Hilda Kazasyan graduated from National Music School “Liubomir Pipkov” with a degree in percussion 
instruments. She continued her studies in the classical department of the Con-servatoire, again with 
percussions. Right after her graduation from the Sofia Academy of Music, she did her major in percussion 
instruments in Saluzzo – Italy.  Hilda has played in the “Pioneer” Philharmonic orchestra, participated 
in all major jazz festivals in Bulgaria and worked with all jazz bands. Being one of the most cherished 
Bulgarian jazz singers, she has seven studio albums to date: “Cover girl”, “Why not”, “Zip your mouth”, 
“Jazz & Samba”, “Stop speaking, stop speaking”, “Jazz&Me” and “Homage to Ella Fitzgerald”. Her 
frequent tours abroad have taken her to countries such as England, Russia, Belgium, France, Japan, 
Poland, Serbia, Austria, Italy and many others...

In 2009, Hilda had a joint performance in one of the largest and most famous jazz clubs in the world - 
Blue Note in Tokyo - establishing herself alongside the biggest names in world jazz music. 

Musicians:
Hilda Kazasyan – Vocals & Percussion
Hristo Yotsov – Drums
Zhivko Petrov – Piano
Dimitar Karamfilov – Double Bass
Mihail Yossifov – Trumpet

HILDA KAZASYAN QUINTET

Jazzahead! delegate:

Hristo Yotsov
Email: hristoyotsov@yahoo.com



Mihail Yossifov is among the most successful Bulgarian jazz trumpeters in recent years. He went to 
National Music School “Liubomir Pipkov” and later graduated from the National Music Academy “Prof. 
Pancho Vladigerov” in Sofia. Mihail is a remarkable performer on demand both as a studio and on-stage 
musician for a variety of music projects. Amongst the musicians and bands he has collaborated with are 
musicians such as Mike Stern, Dave Weckl, Mezzoforte, Dephazz, Pink Martini, Peter Herbolzheimer, 
Karen Bernod, Poogie Bell, Randy Braker, Michael Patches Stewart, Max Moya, Gerard Presencer, 
Milcho Leviev, Theodosii Spassov, Angel Zaberski, Hristo Yotsov and many more. Mihail has performed 
at jazz festivals all over Europe. In 2014 he was invited to join the European tour of the famous American 
band Pink Martini and since then he has been the trumpeter for the European tours of the formation, 
performing in such venues as Olympia Hall, Royal Albert Hall, Berliner Philharmoniker, Wiener 
Staatsoper, Sydney Opera House, Blue Note Tokyo, Concert-gebouw. In November 2015 Mihail joined 
as a soloist the Athens Big Band (Greece) for a special concert event which was warmly welcomed both 

by the professionals and the audi-ence. Another joint concert which took place in February 2019. 

Mihail is an active band leader arranging and composing music for different projects, thea-tre plays and 
movies. Mihail Yossifov is the trumpet soloist of the Big Band Brazz Association /Bulgaria/. Since 2010 
he is a master in trumpet and jazz improvisations at the Bulgarian National Music Academy “Pancho 

Vladigerov” as well as is conducting the Academy Big Band.

MIHAIL YOSSIFOV 



MIHAIL YOSSIFOV: MYXTET - THE JAZZ IS NOW

MYXTET is jazz in present tense, delightful both for the ears and for the eyes. And, of course, for the 
soul. This is Mihail Yossifov’s notion for jazz in the wide field for improvisations where each musician has 
his unique place. The territory where the conversation in and for jazz flows freely and unrestricted. The 
beautiful picture which MYXTET’s musicians create is accomplished by a specific ambience of light, sounds 
and visuals. 

At JazzAhead! 2019 MYXTET presents the plays for its very first album – “Sofia Secret Tan-go”. The album 
includes 9 original pieces by Mihail Yossifov born in different periods of his rich and diverse path in music 
which is already spanning more than 20 years:  Every Day, Bitter Moon, Sofia Secret Tango, Over The 
Clouds, Close To You, Balkan Voyaga, Saturday Afternoon, Oops, A Rainy Day Rendezvous – 9 different 
jazz stories together creating a pro-found and complete music universe. 

MYXTET musicians:
Mihail Yossifov – trumpet
Alexander Logozarov – guitar
Vasil Spassov – piano
Boris Taslev – bass
Atanas Popov – drums 
Georgi Georgiev – visual concept 
 

Jazzahead! delegate:

Elisaveta Petrusheva
e.petrusheva@mysextet.com

+359 898 707 777
www.chayka-art.com 



Militsa Gladnishka is a Bulgarian actress and jazz singer. Militsa graduated from the Bulgar-ian 
National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts and has attended jazz singing courses in UK and master 
classes lead by the world famous Bulgarian musician professor Milcho Leviev. With a strong voice 
and on-stage presence which leaves no one indifferent. Militsa interacts both with the musicians and 

with the audience always leading them in an unknown but yet exciting direction. 

Mihail Yossifov Sextet is a contemporary jazz formation founded by the trumpeter and com-poser 
Mihail Yossifov, who creates music in his sextet accompanied by some of the most excitingly talented 
Bulgarian jazz musicians and, together, set the modern musical agenda in Bulgaria. Together, Militsa 
Gladnishka and Mihail Yossifov Sextet present “Let’s Put Opera in Those Jazzy Shoes” -  an attractive 
concert, a spectacle with jazz arrangements of famous arias. Let’s Put Opera in Those Jazzy Shoes 

and enjoy the exciting music journey!

The Mihail Yossifov Sextet musicians: 
Mihail Yossifov - trumpet

Velislav Stoyanov - trombone 
Dimitar Liolev - saxophone

Vasil Spassov - piano 
Boris Taslev - bass 

Atanas Popov - drums
Feat. Militsa Gladnishka - vocal

MIHAIL YOSSIFOV: LET’S PUT OPERA IN THOSE JAZZY SHOES
MILITSA GLADNISHKA & MIHAIL YOSSIFOV SEXTET



MIHAIL YOSSIFOV: MYSTERY GERSHWIN 
VELEKA TSANKOVA AND MIHAIL YOSSIFOV QUARTET

“George Gershwin is one of the most exciting composers of the 
20th century. Awakening a palette of vivid emotions, his plays 
are impressing both the musicians and the audiences. As a jazz 
musician, for me has always been an inspiring experience to 
play his music. The other inspiration behind the creation of the 
“Mystery Gershwin” album is the voice of the young and very 
gifted singer Veleka Tsankova. Gershwin’s music, Veleka Tsankova’s 
voice and the devoted participation of some of the most exciting 
Bulgarian jazz musicians gave birth to a mystery of sounds bringing 
genuine delight for the senses”, says Mihail Yossifov for the album 
“Mystery Gershwin” – a bijou with Mihail’s arrangements of some 
of George Gershwin masterpieces like Summer Time, But Not for 
Me, Fascinating Rhythm, The Lorelei, Nice Work, He Loves and She 
Loves, I Got Rhythm, Someone to Watch Over Me and Lady Be 
Good.  

A talented young singer with warm and natural on-stage presence, 
Veleka Tsankova showed huge interest in music and singing at a very 
early age. Her parents signed her up for a chil-dren’s choir, where 
she participated in multiple concerts, musicals and recordings. 
Following her passion for music Veleka applied for the National 
Academy of Music “Prof. Pancho Vladigerov” later graduating 
with a Master’s degree in pop and jazz singing. During her studies, 
Veleka also spent two semesters studying at the Conservatorium 
Maastricht in the Netherlands, as well as one semester at the 
Conservatorio di Musica “Giuseppe Tartini” in Trieste, Italy. 

Veleka Tsankova and Mihail Yossifov Quartet musicians:
Veleka Tsankova – vocal 
Mihail Yossifov – trumpet
Alexander Logozarov – guitar
Boris Taslev – double bass
Atanas Popov – drums

Jazzahead! delegate:

Elisaveta Petrusheva
e.petrusheva@mysextet.com

+359 898 707 777
www.chayka-art.com 



FlyWeToTheMoon brings together a group of free improvisers who playing beyond styles or genres, 
creating “momentary” music that is truly honest and direct. The musicians strive to be free from their 
musical background and unite through the common language that reflects the way they perceive the 
world and the universe beyond. Their music is a spatial transporter to other worlds and parallel realities 
where sound becomes visible. Their performances are best described as spontaneous sonic sculptures. 

Rossen Zahariev starts to play piano at 7 and trumpet when he is 10. After graduating from the National 
Music School “Liubomir Pipkov” in Sofia in 1990, he is admitted at the National Music Academy “Prof. 
Pancho Vladigerov”. 2 years later he moves to the Rotterdam Con-servatory, studying jazz performance 
with Bob Brookmeyer. After that he attending the Berklee College of Music living in Boston, the USA. 
He has constantly played with Bob Mo-ses’ band and featured in his last album Nishoma. Nowadays he 

lives and works in Sofia. 

George Donchev studies bass in the National Music Academy “Prof. Pancho Vladigerov”, Berklee 
College and Jungle School of Music in Dominica. His career brings him to Asia, the Americas and 
Europe, playing with musicians like Ennio Morricone, Nigel Kennedy, Bob Moses, Hal Crook. He 

composes music for the cinema and theater.

Alexander Daniel was born in 1982, in a family of painters. He plays piano from an early age. At 14 
he gets his first drum set. He graduated from the National Music Academy “Prof. Pancho Vladigerov” 
where studied pop and jazz drums. He creates music for the theater and takes part in musical and 

theatrical performances.

FLY WE TO THE MOON

Jazzahead! delegate:

Dimiter Panev 
Mobile Germany +49-163-7627647

panev@elenmusic.com 
www.elenmusic.com

Todor Stoyanov was born in 1978. He plays keyboards, works as a composer 
and a producer while his main interest is in contemporary experimental and 

avantgarde music. 



They are six artists of the younger Bulgarian jazz diaspora, gathered from all corners of Eu-rope and 
the US. What makes them unique is how they have maintained their deeply rooted relationship to 
the melodies and rhythm of the Bulgarian ethnic music. The Bulchemists is an ambitious project from 
Ambrol Iglenikov (Joro) – the producer of the annual Balkan Fever Festival in Vienna. Joro has brought 
together seven representatives of the younger Bul-garian jazz Diaspora to record one unforgettable 
album: “Bulchemistry”. 

The Bulchemists musicians: 
Alexander Wladigeroff - bustling trumpet wizard. He was worked with musicians like Red Holloway, Jim 
Galloway, H. Senger, Carole Alston, Wolfgang Puschnick, Georg Breinschmit, Achim Tang etc.
Vladimir Karparov - from Berlin is widely known for his lyrical Bulgarian kind Ethno Jazz play as ecstatic. 
In 1996 he won the prize “Best Young Jazz Musician of the Year” in Bulgar-ia. He worked with famous 
musicians like Jiggs Whigham, Gerard Presencer, Okay Temiz, John Hollenbeck, Gebhard Ullmann, 
Peter Herbolzheimer.

Peter Slavov - The New York-based bassist has been a sideman for Joe Lovano, Alfredo Ro-driguez, 
Wynton Marsalis, Danilo Perez, George Garzone, Sophie Milman, Kevin Mahogany, Simon Shaheen, 
Jamey Haddad, Sam Yahel, Darren Barrett. Peter has performed at the most prestigious venues and 
festivals around the world: The Monterey Jazz Festival, The North Sea Jazz Festival, Umbria Jazz 
Festival, Jazz a Juan (Antibes), Olympia (Paris), Massey Hall (Toronto), Paris Jazz Festival, Montreal Jazz 
Festival etc.

Dimitar Bodurov, Dimitar Liolev, Mihail Ivanov and Borislav Petrov 
Together they have introduced the finest elements of Bulgarian ethno
jazz to Dutch audiences. Petrov has also uncovered the secrets of
Bulgarian rhythms in a thesis he wrote, later published as a book. 

THE BULCHEMISTS 

Jazzahead! delegate:

Dimiter Panev 
Mobile Germany +49-163-7627647

panev@elenmusic.com 
www.elenmusic.com 



NIKOBO is the debut studio album by Bulgarian trumpet player Neyko Bodurov. Jazz, beats and 
electronica collide in a set of original compositions, which can easily be wrapped as Nu Jazz. A playful mix 
of catchy themes, edgy solos and broken beats that stands equally con-vincing in a jazz club, a festival 

stage and a beach party. 

Born and raised in Varna at Bulgarian Black Sea Coast, Neyko Bodurov received his educa-tion in Germany 
and the Netherlands. As a student he has worked mainly as a classical musician, playing in orchestra 
and various ensembles. He has received a scholarship from the prestigious Ensemble Modern Frankfurt 
Foundation “NRW” where he worked for two years. He also took part in variety of projects with Gstaad 
Festival Orchester, Munich Chamber Or-chestra, Bach Solisten, Klang Forum Vienna, the European Jazz 
Orchestra. In 2007 Neyko Bodurov received the European Award “Pro Europa” of European Foundation 

for Culture.  In 2011 he joined the Jazz department of the Conservatorium van Amsterdam.  

Since 2012 Neyko has returned to his hometown where he’s built a name on the local music stage as a 
bandleader and collaborator in projects such as Jazz Profilactika and the Varna Swing Orchestra Project. 
In 2015 he started producing the initiative Bandwagon (involving local and guest musicians) and later set 
his own music project Bandwagon acoustic (sextet). Every year in April he is the initiator of International 
Jazz Day celebrations in Varna. In 2018 his company TUNE UP has launched the first edition of VARNA 

JAZZ DAYS FESTIVAL.  

The NIKOBO musicians: 
Neyko Bodurov - trumpet

Dimitar Liolev - saxophone
Mihail Ivanov - bass

Dimitar Semov - percussions 
Dimitar Bodurov - piano 

NEYKO BODUROV: NIKOBO

Jazzahead! delegate:

Dimitar Bodurov
Email: dimitarbodurov@mac.com



Half Bulgarian, half Russian, Anatoliy Vapirov was born in Berdiansk, Ukraine. He studied saxophone, 
clarinet, composition and Big-Band conducting and graduated from the St. Petersburg Conservatory 
in 1971. 

Vapirov established himself as a prominent jazz soloist, improviser, and band-leader in the former USSR 
and internationally. In 1976 he founded “Vapirov jazz-quartet” in Leningrad. Beginning from the 1970s 
Vapirov made numerous appearances at jazz festivals in Russia, Italy, Germany, France, USA, Austria, 
Denmark, and Switzerland. Vapirov collaborated with musicians like Sergei Kuryokhin, Vladimir Volkov, 
Vyacheslav Gajvoronsky, Valentina Ponomaryova, Tomasz Stanko etc. 

In 1981, he was arrested by the Soviet authorities and spent time in prison. While serving his sentence 
Vapirov practiced his saxophone diligently and also organized a jazz band of pris-oners. Under Vapirov’s 
leadership that prisoner’s jazz band became the winner of the con-test among prison jazz bands of the 
former Soviet Union. At that time Vapirov secretly made a sound recording of the music he composed 
in prison, and then it was smuggled from the Soviet Union, while he was in prison, and was released 
in England under the title “Sentenced to Silence.” That album also became a showcase of remarkable 
interplay between the imprisoned Vapirov on the saxophone and a free man, Sergei Kuryokhin, on the piano.

In 1987 Vapirov emigrated to Varna, Bulgaria. Since 1992 till 2005 he was Artistic Director of the 
Varna Summer International Jazz Festival. During the 1980s Vapirov toured all over the world with 
performances of his own composition ‘Slavyanskaya Misteriya’ (Slavic Mys-tery) which brought him 
international acclaim. Anatoliy Vapirov also wrote music for film and stage productions.  

ANATOLIY VAPIROV 

Jazzahead! delegate:

Dimiter Panev 
Mobile Germany +49-163-7627647

panev@elenmusic.com 
www.elenmusic.com 



Vassil Petrov is among the most popular jazz and pop singers of Bulgaria. He graduated from the Vocal 
department of National Music Academy “Prof. Pancho Vladigerov” in Sofia in 1991. V. Petrov has a 
rich collection of records and performances with the Bulgarian Na-tional Radio and Bulgarian National 
Television. During the years of his successful career he released 10 jazz and pop albums including 
the albums “Vassil Petrov sings Gershwin”, “Vassil Petrov sings Parmakov” and “Vassil Petrov - Blues 
and Jazz”. In 1995 he won the Golden Orpheus ’95 International Contest for Hit of the Years, Singer 
of the Year, Album of the Year. Some critics are inspired to call Petrov “the Bulgarian Frank Sinatra”. 
Frankenpost de-scribed him as “a singer with amazing presence on stage, with a velvet voice and 

exclusive beauty” who can be compared with the greatest singers of all times.  

ABOUT THE SHOW

Vassil Petrov playing the role of Frank Sinatra in his own show Sinatra: Las Vegas.  
Sinatra: Las Vegas is a modern show featuring the greatest songs of Frank Sinatra’s reper-toire presented 
in a glamorous Las Vegas style setting. Beautiful ladies in appropriately lavish costumes dance to the 
swinging sounds of a Big Band orchestra in a perfectly choreographed routines coupled with theatrical 
effects and some special guest-stars. The show daringly mixes swing, jazz and bossa nova, all of which 
Vassil Petrov delivers with exquisite panache in his velvety and soothing timbre. The Big Band is 
conducted by Antoni Donchev and features talented musicians from all over Europe. A Big Band at 
it’s best, a dazzling array of costumes and the unwavering delivery Vassil Petrov, the inheritor of “The 

Voice” himself, make up the fabulous presentation of Sinatra: Las Vegas. 

VASSIL PETROV:  A CONCERT SHOW “SINATRA: LAS VEGAS” 

Jazzahead! delegate:

Hristo Yotsov
Email: hristoyotsov@yahoo.com



“Minimum” is the collaboration of Bulgarian musicians, whose constant pursuit of im-provement and 
development takes them outside their homeland. They received their jazz education from major names 
in the American jazz scene such as Don Braden, David Berk-man, Conrad Herwig, Ralph Peterson, Dena 
De Rose, Brian Lynch and others through the American jazz program in Groningen, the Netherlands. 
They return to Bulgaria to offer their acquired musical knowledge, experience and aesthetics to the 
Bulgarian public.

The musicians Lilly Ilieva (vocal), Alexander Logozarov (guitar), Dimitar Liolev (saxophone), Boris Taslev 
(double bass) and Borislav Petrov (drums) communicate their wit, worldview, fantasy and emotional 
harmony between themselves, engaging the listener in an inflaming musical play respecting the 
traditions and drawing on the musical heritage of jazz, fulfilling it in its stylistic diversity and genre 
integrity.

The Minimum project is inspired by Lilly Ilieva, whose voice and song interpretation are proof that an 
artist could learn the language of jazz music, regardless of his background and culture, as long as he 
put in enough love, desire and hard work. So far, besides the regular appearances on the Sofia club 
scene, Lilly Ilieva and Minimum Quartet participate in the jazz festivals in Sofia, Veliko Tarnovo, Plovdiv, 
Stara Zagora, Burgas, Sozopol and appear in a number of cultural radio programs and online cultural 
platforms.

The debut album of Lilly Ilieva & Minimum Quartet “No Stars At All”
contains an original music of the band only. The album was nominated
for the prestigious Bulgarian music award Golden Lyre 2018.

LILLY ILIEVA & MINIMUM QUARTET: NO STARS AT ALL

Jazzahead! delegate:

Hristo Yotsov
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BIG BAND is a magic formula for Bulgarian pop and jazz music since 1940’s and 1950’s. En-thusiasm 
and youthful drive strongly motivated musicians to create a truly professional big band. The dream 
came true in 1960 in Bulgarian National Radio. The Big Band of the BNR started out with the swing and 
this exuberant style defined the image of the orchestra through the years. The orchestra won its first 
gold medal at Helsinki in 1962. The 30 years of existence of the internationally known Golden Orpheus 
Festival would have been unthink-able without the Band. The concert trips abroad and the appearances 
at prestigious jazz fes-tivals around Balkans left numerous audiences in Russia, Switzerland, Croatia, 
Serbia and Germany. A great number of musicians have passed through the Big Band in almost 60 
years - musicians, composers, arrangers, singers, every one of them giving his or her contribution to 
the success of the band - especially the conductors Jules Levy, Benzion Eliezer, Emil Georgiev, Milcho 

Leviev, Willy Kazassian.

Today the Big Band has musicians of several generation performing side by side. Till now this orchestra 
remain the only one of its kind in the country. The main activity of the Big Band is making records for the 
radio’s fund, the repertoire of recorded musical pieces since the foundation of the band is more than 

1.000 pop and jazz musical pieces, including many popular Bulgarian and foreign authors. 

Since October 2010 the Big Band is under the guidance of Antoni Donchev. The repertoire of the cast 
includes all Bulgarian jazz, pop and rock standards, new versions and original performance of worldwide 
hits, as well as European and American popular music. He works with such names as the soloists Kurt 

Elling, Tomi Smith, Joe Lovano, Thomas Gansch, Skiller, Nicolas Simion, Conrad Herwig etc. 

THE BULGARIAN NATIONAL RADIO BIG BAND



Antoni Donchev is Bulgarian pianist and composer with more than 35 years of successful jazz career. At 
the beginning of 1980’s together with Hristo Yotsov he founded the “Acoustic Version” duo formation. 
Its first performance on a European music stage was awarded the Grand Prix at the Hoeilaart Jazz 
Contest in Belgium in 1985. A year later, “Acoustic Version” won the Grand Prix of the International Jazz 
Federation to Antoni Donchev and Hristo Yot-sov, and the ‘Europe’s Young Jazz Artist of 1986’ title. The 
following years, “Acoustic Ver-sion” performed at numerous world famous jazz festivals like OstWest, 
Nurnberg, Jazz Jamboree - Warsaw, Jazz Yatra - Bombay and Delhi, Prague Jazz Festival as well as Jazz 
Fairs in Zagreb, Moscow, Tbilissi, Roermond, Thessaloniki, Istanbul.

Antoni Donchev realizes a number of other projects with musicians from all over Europe, performs as a 
visiting pianist, promotes piano concertos, dedicated to him, performed and recorded together with the 
Bulgarian National Radio Symphony Orchestra; composes music for films and theatre in Bulgaria and 
Germany. In 2000 he release an album “Home No.13” with some of his compositions for the theatre.

A. Donchev often combines the versatility of jazz with folklore and classical music both like piano 
performer and composer. He works with Kenny Wheeler, Tomasz Stanko, Eric Vloeimans, Glen Moore, 
Lars Danielsson, Mihaly Dresch, Kornel Horvath, Zoltan Lantos, George Garzone, Rainer Winterschladen, 
Klaus Kugel, Georg Breinschmid, Floros Floridis, Ivo Papasov, Andrew Scofield, Tomi Smith.  

Since 2010 the Bulgarian National Radio Big Band is under the guidance of Antoni Donchev. For the 
past 8 years, he has organized a large number of projects with world stars such as Randy Brecker, Kurt 
Elling, Joe Lovano, Jerry Bergonzi etc.

ANTONI DONCHEV

Jazzahead! delegate:

Hristo Yotsov
Email: hristoyotsov@yahoo.com



Vassil Enchev is a Bulgarian jazz saxophonist and composer. His music endeavors started when he 
was 9 years old and took up clarinet. He went to the National School of Music and Stage Art in his 
hometown of Burgas. After he graduated, in 1984 Vassil went to the National Music Academy “Prof. 

Pancho Vladigerov”, where he majored from the Pop and Jazz de-partment as a saxophonist. 

In 1994 Vassil joined the Bulgarian National Radio Big Band and since 2000 he is leading tenor 
saxophone performer of the Band. He plays soprano, alto, baritone saxophones, clarnet, flute/alto flute 
as well as EWI -  an interesting innovation in sax playing. During his career, spanning almost 25 years 
with the Bulgarian National Radio Big Band, Vassil Enchev has recorded and toured with world famous 

artists like Natalie Cole, Randy Brecker, Tom Harrell, George Garzone, Kurt Elling and others.

Vassil wrote his first instrumental piece in 2003. He writes pop songs as well. In 2011 the musician 
founded Sofia Fusion Quartet - a great outlet for his passion for composition, arranging and performing. 
In 2012 Sofia Music Quartet performed their inspiring mix of orignal compositions and cover versions of 

famous pop, rock and jazz hits to the Saulkrasti Jazz Festival in Latvia. 

Vassil Enchev released his first solo album simply named “Vassil Enchev” featuring Per Ma-thisen - bass 
(NOR), Eric Smith - drums (NOR) and Berthil Busstra - keys (NL). The album was recorded in “Intelligent 
Music Studios” in Sofia (BG) and mixed & mastered in Triple-A-Studio (NL) by Lex Amrein. The album 
includes covers of Stella by Starlight, Wayne Shore’s Children of the Night and the Autumn Leaves 

ballad that sounds surprisingly like bossa nova as well as Fantasy on Earth, Wind & Fire. 

The album includes two original compositions of Vassil Enchev. One 
of them - Speed Changes reached the semifinals of the International 
Songwriting Competition in Nashville, USA, and won a second prize at the 

World Wide Music Contest in Switzerland.

VASSIL ENCHEV
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ATESHKHAN YUSEINOV is one of the most interesting guitar players, not only on the Balkan but around 
Europe as well. With his unique technique which can be characterized by its fast rhythms and changes 
of the Balkan music and combined by improvisation in a very open way of playing he has acquired 
cult status. Apart from the guitar Yuseinov is famous for his multi-instrumental skills. He is equally in 
command of playing the tambura as well as the saz. 

Ateshkhan Yuseinov was born in the town of Lovech. He is one among a generation of in-strumentalists 
and singers who have graduated from the Panayot Pipkov High School of Music in Pleven, Bulgaria, 
and have been engaged in successful folklore and world music projects. Ateshkhan’s name has become 
famous on the occasion of his joint work with some of the stars of folklore and world music in Bulgaria 
such as Theodosii Spassov and clarinetist Ivo Papazov Ibryama. In the recent years he has been working 
with Venera Todorova, his singer wife. “I have for quite some time been experimenting, mixing Bulgarian 
folklore with classical patterns, jazz, flamenco, Russian Gypsy romances” - Atesh says. “Of course, I 
always add Balkan melody patterns and beats.” Atesh was working in a different projects with Evelin 
Asenov, percussions, Dimitar Karamfilov, double bass and Sando Sandov, accordion and trumpet. Atesh 
has worked with Zone C. Vasil Parmakov (piano), Stoyan Yankoulov (percussions) and Veselin Veselinov-
Eko (double bass) as well. 

The newest project of Ateshkhan Yuseinov ATESH TAYFA friends and proselytes such as the musicians 
Venera Todorova – Vocal
Dimitar Nochev  – bass
Stoyan Yankoulov – Drums, Percussion
Feat. World Beatbox Champion 2014 SKILLER 

The BALKAN JAZZ Project is the other project of Ateshkhan Yuseinov feat.
World Beatbox Champion SKILLER. New Album will be released on
WORLD MUSIC NETWORK / RIVERBOAT Records during the Autumn of 2019

ATESHKHAN YUSEINOV

Jazzahead! delegate:

Dimiter Panev 
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This heavily energetic jazz / fusion project was created in 2016 on the idea of Hristo Yotsov, who attracted 
two of the most prominent musicians of Bulgaria - Miroslav Turiyski (keys) and Nikolay Karageorgiev 
(guitar). After many concerts in the country they made their first album “Next step” in 2019 with the 

special participation of the famous saxophonist Vladimir Karparov, living and working in Berlin. 

The typical of the band’s sound is the use of “left-handed bass” and bass pedals at the keyboard. Style 
can be defined as fusion in a very wide range, making improvisation a central point. The songs are 

original, written specifically for the project and are composed by Miro-slav Turiyski and Hristo Yotsov.

NEXT STEP Musicians:
Miroslav Turiyski – keys

Nikolay Karageorgiev – guitar
Hristo Yotsov – drums

Special guest Vladimir Karparov – saxophone 

NEXT STEP PROJECT
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Bulgarian jazz pianist and composer Dimitar Bodurov shaped his authentic musical signa-ture, 
combining a solid background in jazz improvisation and classical composition with his love for folklore 
and electronica. His upcoming album Solo in Bonn is a live record of his concert at Beethoven’s huis 
in November 2018 - a lyrical and virtuosic rendition of free im-provisations and original compositions 
based on folklore themes.

Since 2000, Dimitar has been residing in Amsterdam (NL). He has been actively performing throughout 
the Netherlands and Europe. The solo piano debut of Bodurov Stamps from Bulgaria (2006) marked the 
beginning of a series of compositions based on folklore songs and dances. Bodurov’s fascination with 
folklore evolved in a unique and distinctive style, highly recognizable in the albums with his Bodurov 
Trio. In 2012 he founded his own label Optomusic. Bodurov released albums in collaborations with 
famous musicians from around the world like Theodosii Spassov, Sandip Bhattacharya, Michael Moore 
and others. 

As a composer, Bodurov has written mostly chamber works. He has received commissions from the 
Gergiev Festival Rotterdam, Sofia Music Weeks, Musique Classique Amiens, Leine Roebana Dance 
group, Operadagen Rotterdam and Holland Festival. In 2012, Dimitar com-posed the music of Lilith – a 
music theatre production by the renowned American soprano Claron McFadden. 

As a music event organizer, Bodurov has initiated Jazz and Vino (2009) - a series of concerts with 
charity purpose in Varna, Bulgaria and Keys and Stix Festival (2007-2012) - duets of piano and drums (in 
collaboration with Bimhuis, Amsterdam; Unterfahrt, Münich). Since 2013, Dimitar is the artistic leader of 
Radar Festival, Varna, Bulgaria.

DIMITAR BODUROV: SOLO IN BONN

Jazzahead! delegate:

Dimitar Bodurov
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AKAGA is one of the most popular Bulgarian bands, formed in 1992 by students at the Na-tional 
Musical Academy. The musicians of the band are considered among the founders of contemporary 
Bulgarian sound. The music of this band is a unique mix of fusion-jazz, funk, folk, reggae, soul and even 
hip-hop music. AKAGA was the first Bulgarian pop bands to fea-ture a leading brass section as part 
of its sound.  During its first years the band had concerts mainly in Bulgaria.  Between 1994 and 1998 

AKAGA was an official band of Bulgarian National Television. 

In 2002 the band worked on Russian star’s Avram Rousso project and had 75 concerts all over Russia. 
The culmination of the tour was a concert at “Olimpyiski” Staduim in Novem-ber 2002. The band had a 
series of concerts with a unique music programme in the most prestigious clubs in Moscow - especially 
in the legendary club “Zeppelin”. 7 years later in 2009 AKAGA took part in a grand concert at Bolshoy 

Theatre alongside the biggest Bulgarian stars in a remarkable performance with The Mystery of the 

Bulgarian Voices.
During the years AKAGA have released six albums: Broken dreams (1992), Why (1994), When you see 

(1996), 9 (2000), AKAGA (1993 - 2008) - 2008, 20 Years Akaga (2011).

The band is a respected headliner at numerous prestigious jazz festivals in Bulgaria and around Europe: 
Bansko Jazz Fest, Apolonia, Nashville Jazz Fest, Klaipeda Jazz Fest, Montreux Jazz Fest, etc. 

 

AKAGA 
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As a creator of contemporary Balkan music, Bulgarian clarinetist Ivo Papasov became part of global 
culture long ago. All started in 1974 - many years before this unique music was discovered for the music 
stages around Europe and the world. 

Papazov started his revolution with his Trakija Band, creating a new music genre, later known as wedding 
band music, a mix of Bulgarian and Balkan folk with contemporary elements. For his fans around the 
world call he is the King of Wedding Band Music. 

Ivo Papazov works with world renowned musicians like Milcho Leviev, Peter Ralchev, Teo-dosii Spasov, 
Antoni Donchev, Johnny Griffin, Hector Zazou, Okay Temiz, Glen Velez, Kepa Junkera, Arild Andersen, 
Kalman Balogh, Iva Bitova, Sergei Starostin.  He plays at festivals in Paris, Salzburg, Tilburg, Krakow, 
Budapest, the Södra Teatern in Stockholm, the Brooklyn Academy of Music in New York, the Moers 
Festival, TFF Rudolstadt, Schloss Elmau, the Pal-ais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels, Ronnie Scott’s in London, 
etc.

Now 67 years old, Ivo Papazov has brilliant music career with 7 albums: 3 solo projects and 4 with 
Folklore Ensemble Trakia Plovdiv, BG. Two of his albums were produced by Joe Boyd (who produced 
Pink Floyd, REM and others).  
His album Fairground (Kuker Music / BBC World Music Award 2005) is a source of what we all love so 
much: a tender, lyrical and crazily exuberant mix of bright sounds, beautiful melodies improvisations in 
half-tones and rhythms. 
His album Dance of the Falcon (World Village / Harmonia Mundi) is with Oriental kind of Balkan music. 
The beauty of his melodies gives him the force to change us. 

“Ivo’s wedding music, played first thing in the morning, provides
thorough and long lasting attitude adjustment for the busy executive.” 
FRANK ZAPPA

IVO PAPASOV - IBRYAMA
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Borislav Yassenov is a Bulgarian performer, composer and pedagogue. He graduated from the 
Secondary Music School “Dobrin Petkov” and the Academy of Music, Dance and Fine Arts - Plovdiv. 
He has two specializations: Instrumental Art of Flute with Prof. Lydia Oshavkova; Pop and jazz flute with 
Prof. Simeon Shterev at the National Academy of Music “Prof. Pancho Vladigerov”. Nowadays Borislav 
Yassenov is professor at the Academy of Mu-sic, Dance and Fine Arts in Plovdiv - classical, pop and jazz; pop 
and jazz formations; theory and improvisation. He works as flute performer both in the field of classical and jazz 

music participating in a numerous concerts in Bulgaria, Germany, Greece and Republic of North Macedonia. 

His jazz career began in 1989 with his first jazz quartet “Horus”. He made a lot of music projects and 
records for Bulgarian National Television and Bulgarian National Radio. B. Yassenov has released 3 solo 
jazz albums as well as the CD “Baroque and Modern” with guitar duo Valchevi. He participates in the 
latest project of American jazz drummer Jim Shepherau, along with legendary saxophonist Ornett Coleman.

Borislav Yassenov is an Artistic director of “Frucade” jazz-fest (Kazanlak), “Winter jazz-fest” (Plovdiv) and 
an author of the books “Jazz pieces for flute and formations” 2016 and “Fleet-wood art and culture 

from the middle of the 18th century to the 1930s” 2017 

The project includes the musicians: 
Borislav Yassenov - flute
Yordan Tonovski - piano 
Radoslav Paunov - bass 

Alexander Kamenov - drums, percussions

BORISLAV YASSENOV QUARTET

Contact:

Borislav Yassenov
gsm: +359 88 578 6247

Email: b_yasenov@abv.bg



Dimitar Karamfilov is among the most wanted concert and studio contrabassists in Bulgaria. He plays in 
a various projects with the most prominent musicians in the country, as well as with many internationally 
recognized artists. Records music for BNT, BNR, BTV and more in a number of shows and projects. 

Dimitar Karamfilov was born in 1981. in Stara Zagora. He began to play music from early childhood. At 
the age of four he is already studying solfeggio and music theory, and half a year later he also gets his 
first violin. He studied at National Music School “Liubomir Pipkov” in Sofia. During this period Dimitar 
Karamfilov first touched records of blues and jazz artists such as Ray Charles, BB King, Oscar Peterson, 
Chick Currie. They have long left a strong appeal for jazz and improvisations, which later became a 
real passion, and hence, interest in bass guitar and bass guitar. At the National Music Academy “Prof. 
Pancho Vladigerov” he defended Master’s degree in Composition and Double bass. His performing jazz 
career started at the beginning of 21st century in the most popular Sofia jazz clubs.  

In 2007 Dimitar Karamfilov took part in to famous Bulgarian rhythmic gymnastics trainer Neshka 
Robeva’s play “Refugees” by composing and recording the music for the show. The musician is well 
known performer at all significant annual jazz festivals in Bulgaria, as well as many prestigious music 
forums abroad. 

In November 2018 he released his first solo album ECOLOGY, dedicated to the idea of pro-tecting the 
beauty and diversity of life on Earth. The album includes pieces composed and performed by Dimitar 
Karamfilov - contrabasso,  Hristo Yotsov - drums and percussion, Arnau Garofte - Torn saxophone, 
Alexander Logosarov - guitar, Mihail Yosifov - trumpet ase well as Konstantin Kostov - piano, Vladimir 
Karparov - soprano saxophone and jazz singer Marina Gospodinova.  

DIMITAR KARAMFILOV’s ECOLOGY
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Four for Music is an audio recording company based in Sofia, Bulgaria, providing services in composition, 
arrangement, orchestration, orchestra and choir recording, editing, mixing and mastering. The company 
represents award winning composers and more than 300 of the finest recording musicians in Bulgaria. 

Each recorded project is unique and requires different configuration of instruments and voices. The 
company works with a large variety of ensembles - symphony orchestra: strings, woodwinds, brass, 
percussions; Bulgarian folk instruments and voices; different types of choirs; big band, jazz combo etc.

Our domain is music for film, TV series, video games, documentaries, recording albums, music libraries, 
and trailers.

Established in 2014 by a group of producers, composers, conductors and performing classi-cal 
musicians, Four For Music work is highly appreciated by some of the major labels in USA, Europe and 
China such as DISNEY, WARNER BROS, LUCAS FILM, NETFLIX, LEGO, SONY, EMI, BBC, CREATIVE 

ASSEMBLY, GAMELOFT and many others. 

FOUR FOR MUSIC SERVICES

 Composition, Arrangement, Orchestration  
 Recording
 Post-production

We provide end to end music services tailored to every stage of your project. 
We are ready to meet the highest expectations of film, TV and video game 

producers, directors, composers, musicians and record labels.
Jazzahead! delegate:

Mila Georgieva
Email:

mila.georgieva@fourformusic.com



The Bulgarian Music Association stand is supported 
by the Ministry of Culture of Republic of Bulgaria.




